Shoe blogs

Feet should never be neglected when it comes to showcasing your style, and luckily there are enough blogs run by shoe-obssesses out there to keep you clicking for days. Check out our round-up of the best blogs dedicated to all sorts of shoes and styles.

En Brogue
Run by London fashion editor Hannah Rochell, En Brogue pays attention to the flatter side of shoes, from brogues to boots and beyond. "Just because a shoe doesn’t have a 2-inch heel, doesn’t mean it can’t be beautiful," says Rochell on the matter of a life less high-heeled. Beware, you may never covet a pair of stilettos again.

Virtual Shoe Museum
The Virtual Shoe Museum is a vast repository of all sorts of shoes, categorized by style, designer, fabric, and color. Browse hundreds of shoes by shoemakers from around the world for inspiration for your next purchase, or simply ogle the shoes in the "extreme" section to see the kind of avant-garde shoes that can be made, although perhaps not worn.

Nice Kicks
Nobody takes shoes more seriously than sneaker-obssesses, but you don’t have to be a full-on addict to indulge in a little browsing online. Nice Kicks is the online hub for the latest in everything sneaker-related. New shoes are covered alongside the history of sneakers, so this is the place to go to bone up on all your sneaker skills.

The Shoe Snob
But sneakers aren’t the only option for shoe-obssesses. Bespoke shoemaker Justin of The Shoe Snob is the man to talk to when it comes to “nice shoes.” Trained extensively in the art of making, repairing and polishing men’s shoes, Justin shares his knowledge on his blog, making it a must-read for anyone interested in the more upscale side of footwear.